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The authors regret that there was a typo in Equation (14b). 
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sinh3(kαd)+3sinh(kαd)+cosh3(kαd)− 3cosh(kαd)+2

{sinh2(2kd)+2kd}sinh(kd)

(14b) 

where sinh2(2kd) needs to be sinh(2kd), and tilde above β should be 

removed, just to be consistent with Eq. (14a). The correct equation 
should be as below:  
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sinh3(kαd)+3sinh(kαd)+cosh3(kαd)− 3cosh(kαd)+2

{sinh(2kd)+2kd}sinh(kd)

(14b) 
The authors would like to apologise for any inconvenience caused. 
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